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Fun, playful rapport
Clear expectations
Short-term focus
First-hand experience
Three choices

Transparency and details
Discussing the specifics first
Experience or concrete proof
Clear next steps and action items
Praise their work ethic, reliability, and
quality of execution

Experiencers

Motivation and Feedback

ESTJ, ISTJ,
ESFJ, ISFJ

Core Driver: To be responsible,
dependable, and productive 

SJs Respond BEST to:
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ESTP, ISTP,
ESFP, ISFP

Identify the Traditionalist:
Attentive, formal, and intense (when on task)
Transparent and detailed; repeat for clarity
Productive and quick (walkers, talkers, etc.)

SJs Respond LEAST WELL to:
Criticism if they drop a ball
Questioning their reliability 
Ambiguity, vagueness, open-ended questions

When Discouraged:
Show confidence in them
Acknowledge they are doing as much as they
can - the results will come if they are patient

Motivating Language:
"What can I do to be helpful?"
"I know I can always count on you."
"It's the right thing to do."
"I understand, and I am ON IT!"

Core Driver: To get impressive short-term
results quickly and efficiently

SPs Respond BEST to:

Identify the Experiencer:
Casual, down-to-earth and playful
Tend to plan and prepare at the last minute
Observant; focused on the here-and-now

SPs Respond LEAST WELL to:
Formality or feeling controlled
"Busy work" with no urgency
A focus on long-term or big picture
Long meetings, reports, emails, etc.

When Discouraged:
Encourage them to get one small, quick win

Traditionalists SJ

SP 30%

Motivating Language:
"Wow. That is impressive!"
"When can you get that done?"
"What's your plan for..."

40%



Open-ended questions
Authentic personal connection
"We're in this together" attitude
Topics that connect to their personal values
Opportunities to help others in creative ways

Confidence in their competence
Open-ended questions and projects
Logical analysis (with pros and cons)
An opportunity to contribute ideas
Autonomy and competition

Motivation and Feedback

ENTJ, ENTP,
INTJ, INTP 

Core Driver: To be exceptional in
key areas, and leave a legacy

NTs Respond BEST to:
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Identify the Conceptualizer:
Confident; tend to challenge others' logic
Future-driven, idea generating, strategic thinkers
Focused on the big-picture (not the details)

NTs Respond LEAST WELL to:
Lots of details given verbally; being talked "at"
Their competence being questioned
Lack of autonomy

When Discouraged:
Focus on the big picture or bright future, not
the present or past

Motivating Language:
"How did you get so good at that?"
"The sky is the limit!"
"That's a great point/idea!"

Core Driver: To help others maximize
their long-term potential

NFs Respond BEST to:

Identify the Idealist:
Collaborative, creative, outside-the-box
Sensitive, personable, diplomatic
Empathetic and people-focused

NFs Respond LEAST WELL to:
When others are blunt or transactional
A disconnect from their personal values
Intense debate or a focus on details
Lack of creative license

ConceptualizersNT

ENFJ, ENFP,
INFJ, INFPIdealistsNF 15%

15%

When Discouraged:
Show you care and validate their feelings

Motivating Language:
"That is incredibly helpful - you're the best!"
"I've got your back - please let me know if
there is ANYTHING I can do to help you!"
"I'd love to brainstorm with you."




